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Press
London, January 17, 2022

Primetals Technologies to upgrade wire rod mill for
recycled-steel producer in Switzerland

 New pinch roll and laying head will improve coil packaging and reduce conveyor stoppages
 Better control of tail ends and front-end positioning
 Startup expected summer 2023

Metals producer AFV Beltrame Stahl Gerlafingen has recently contracted Primetals Technologies to
upgrade its wire rod mill in Gerlafingen, a city in the canton of Solothurn, located in the north-western part of
Switzerland. The scope of supply includes an Intelligent Pinch Roll and High Speed Laying Head.

A boost in performance

This equipment will improve production performance by ensuring uniform packaging of the coils. By
improving coil packaging, the reheating furnace can be fully utilized, and the overall coil can be shortened
for ease of transportation. The startup of the new high speed pinch roll and laying head assemblies is
expected for summer 2023.

Minimized vibration levels

The wire rod mill produces 600,000 tons of coils per year while the bar outlet has an annual capacity of
80,000 tons of bars. Both machines are fed from the same roughing and intermediate mill train. The
upgrades will lower the vibration levels, which will result in reduced wear. AFV Beltrame Stahl Gerlafingen
will also achieve better control of the tail ends and front-end positioning.

Electrical equipment

New AC motors will be supplied for the pinch roll and laying head. The motors are controlled by high
performance low voltage variable frequency drives with an active front end rectifier. Technological control
will be realized with a Simatic S7-1500 PLC controller.

Stahl Gerlafingen is part of the larger AFV Beltrame group, Europe’s leading producer of merchant bars.
The largest producer of recycled steel in Switzerland, Stahl Gerlafingen primarily produces rebars for
domestic and international markets.
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Morgan Intelligent Pinch Roll and Morgan High Speed Laying Head from Primetals Technologies

This press release and a press picture are available at www.primetals.com/press/
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Primetals Technologies, Limited, headquartered in London, United Kingdom, is a pioneer and world leader in the fields of engineering, plant

building, and the provision of lifecycle services for the metals industry. The company offers a complete technology, product, and services portfolio

that includes integrated electrics and automation, digitalization, and environmental solutions. This covers every step of the iron and steel production

chain—from the raw materials to the finished product—and includes the latest rolling solutions for the nonferrous metals sector. Primetals

Technologies is a joint venture of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and partners, with around 7,000 employees worldwide. To learn more about Primetals

Technologies, visit the company website www.primetals.com.


